you say brand, we tell the story.

We create authentic stories that navigate your brand through the digital world.
Hello. We are Euroart93. An award winning digital agency with more than 25 years of creative experience. We are focused on building immersive digital experiences and strong, lasting relationships between brands and their customers.
Company culture

- Core values always respected: “be above the ordinary”
- Connected - strong connection between employees (leisure time, gaming nights, quizzes, teambuilding, Friday night out, education, workshops & festivals, xmas parties)
- Horizontal hierarchy - teams are organized by client groups or specific client needs
- Annual employee turnover rate less than 6%

Why we are different

- Long term clients collaboration
- Wide portfolio of clients with more than 40 clients per month
- Loyal customers who continuously extend requested services (from digital to print and vice versa)
- Agile, creative, reliable team members with extended knowledge beyond their primary fields of expertise
Our business streams

**UX/UI DESIGN**
- UX/UI Design
- Storytelling
- Customer Journeys
- Testing
- App Design
- Digital Branding & Strategy
- IT Experts Lease
- Advanced VR Web Solutions

**DEVELOPMENT**
- Frontend Development
- Mobile App
- Web Shops & Web Sites
- Web Applications
- CMS
- IT Experts Lease

**SOCIAL MEDIA**
- Some Strategy
- Digital Campaigns
- Influencer Marketing
- Community Management
- Public Relations
- In-Store Activations
- Reporting & Analytics
- Copywriting
- Market Research

**BRANDING & PRINT**
- Visual Identity & Branding
- Video Production & Photoshooting
- Packaging
- Creative Illustrations
- 360 Virtual Tours
As a full-service digital agency we combine our passion for design with building a long-lasting relationship with you. Just like you, we strive to build products that make us proud. We believe that the best ideas are yet to be discovered and we are here to discover them with you – for you.

Let’s make digital look good. Together.

01 workshop

02 create & develop

03 test & measure

We are deeply in love with:

Adobe  dribbble  Bēhance  invision  GitHub
relationships this intimate are illegal in some countries.
sooo... you still need some proof?
Aument
MOBILE APP
Puppies

MOBILE APP

VIEW SHOWCASE

Choose wisely we are soo cute!

Alfie

Boston Terrier, 2 years

Shelter Kevin

Male

$300
Dive the App

Through the series of simple comics you will get all the important information about diving, from safety to tips about diving equipment.

Ready to learn how to dive?

In love with diving? Find out more here.
A1 Football Expert
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CREATIVE MULTIPLAYER GAME

We developed a game that could be played only on mobile phones, and depending on how many mobile phones users connect, the game spreads and they can get more points.

Total number of players: **4,798**
Number of teams in the game: **3,229**
Website visits: **17,273**
A1 Game: Heroes of Social
InstaMNY
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HELLO JULIANA
WHAT DO YOU WANNA DO TODAY?

SEND MONEY
BUY ANYTHING
PAY BILL

FAST PAY

YOUR FEED

SEND MONEY:

AMOUNT: GHS 20.00

PAYMENT METHOD:

CANCEL

MONEYSENT.

TO MICHAEL SPORING

PAYMENT METHOD:

Mastercard

CREDIT CARD

CREDIT CARD

CREDIT CARD

instamny.com

Home | Send Money | Add | Pay Bils | Home
PBZ Štedislav

INTERACTIVE GAME